An Open Letter to the FAA's Administration
That Further Bastion

The failure of a highly technological western society to detect a complex plot by a large group of determined (but unsophisticated) Middle Eastern Terrorists is destined to be analysed in great depth in the months and years to come. The questions that will be asked include:

a.  Was it a failure of that US$28Bn US intelligence machine? Or was it that the post Cold War lack of an identifiable natural enemy, coupled with cutbacks and a reallocation of priorities led to an ill-defined, even aimless, effort? Was there an over-reliance on tech and a dismissive attitude towards HUMINT and counter-terrorism as being behind the times?

b.  Was it that the surveillance technology had failed to keep up with the ever-increasing quantum jumps in electronic communications? Were the terrorists utilising faxes, phones, and email or did they just feel safer using snail mail? Did they utilise steganography and cryptography - or was there little need to do so because of their mobility and the Fed's restrictions on phone-tapping?

c.  Was it a failure of such think-tanks as the Rand Corporation, RUSI and the International Institute of Strategic Studies to actually concentrate upon assessing the threat and motivation of any potential enemy?

d.   Were the terrorists all educated men (like Mohammed Atta) or was there an admixture of both smart leaders and "other ranks" terrorists simply following orders? Did they come to the US with the Twin Towers in mind [as per the very suggestive thread on airliners.net at (http://www.airliners.net/discussions/general_aviation/read.main/336291 )]  or did they simply come as sleepers looking to bide their time, check for loopholes and seek an opportunity? On first inspection, it would appear that airline aviation was their plan from the outset because they sought flying training and familiarity with the very aircraft types that they would use.

e.   Next it must be asked whether they had analysed the likely effect of a heavily laden airliner crashing into the World Trade Centre and the aftermath effects upon the US and Global Economies? Or was it just an unfortunate fact that their chosen method of attack should be so overwhelmingly successful, require so little effort and be totally immune from intervention once airborne?

f.   Finally, one would have to question why they decided upon airliners as their weapons of choice. Fast-moving large aircraft full of innocent passengers make ideal weapons and the fact that their fuel-tanks can explode very destructively was obvious from the TWA800 disaster. That one lone determined man could do it was obvious from Egyptair 990 and the Silkair MI85 "accidents". Moreover the Red Brigade and Palestinian terrorists' spate of hijackings in the 70's and 80's gave a good historical lesson as to the ease with which a determined group of men could take over an airliner. The fact that that era was all about weapons and explosives and threats of harm to passengers gave an ideal red herring element to any future variant (of suicidal hijacking and utilising the aircraft as a weapon of mass destruction). The lesson of history had been consistently that a hijacked airliner always ended up out of fuel, parked in a remote part of an airport and the subject of endless negotiations. That these dangerous assumptions were way off beam and led directly to 11 Sep 01 is now obvious to the World.

So up to this point we have reviewed the "bleedin obvious". Many if not all of the above failures may be true in part, but there are some natural extensions that are perhaps not so apparent and which may require deeper analysis. The Gore Commission on Aviation Safety, in the early aftermath of the 1996 Atlanta bombing during the US Olympics and the TWA800 disaster, was eager to re-address airline security. However as the FBI reluctantly conceded that TWA800 was just another aging airliner accident and handed it over to the NTSB, the focus changed. Much as with wiring concerns, it all became a matter of appearances rather than genuine apprehension. The Aging Transport Systems Rule-making Advisory Commmittees' task was really to allay concerns about there possibly being near-term problems with the US Air Fleet. The Committee reviewing security arrangements had some very real concerns but these could easily be held in camera because of the nature of their anxiety - this quite incongruously being the security implications of discussing inadequate security arrangements in a public forum. At a time when the US airline industry was just one of the many major benefactors of the cyberspace boomtimes, it was distinctly unAmerican to surface any unwarranted cost items that might have pricked that profitability bubble. The Air Transport Association was tasked by its member airlines to deflect any such profit detractors, keep the industry on its deregulated course and nay-say all major expense items. Because all of the disemployment caused by the demise of the Cold War, the declining Space Race and moribund Defence Industries was being soaked up by the expansion of the aerospace and airline industry; it was really a case of everyone being happy with the changing status quo. The standard tactic for diverting attention and protecting one's butt had become the time-honoured tactic of forming a committee to look at the problem (and then sub-committees and trusted research laboratories to examine certain aspects in much greater depth). That approach certainly beat the certain costs of actual action and, it must be said, was the norm. Whilst the air accident rates remained within acceptable limits Congress just had to be content that the appearance of action was an adequate sufficiency. But every time that it emerged, during Hearings about security, that it was being done on the cheap with a very high turnover of largely unqualified people, those hearings retired behind closed doors to hear the unreported uglier truths.

So with the absolute clarity of hindsight one now sees the FAA Administrator on TV looking distraught, distressed and somewhat guilt-ridden - in her rare appearances. To date no-one has started pointing the finger at anyone in particular. Just like with Pearl Harbour, the shock, horror, grief, revulsion and clamour for justice will eventually give way to probing questions about preparedness and responsibility. Why were the pilots sitting ducks in their cockpits? Why was it so easy to draw them down back with a case of simulated air-rage? Why were four-inch blades permitted? Had no-one ever heard of an Arab suicide terrorist campaign before? You'd have to think not - because the pilots were told to never offer resistance. What a gift to a small band of determined terrorists. Was there no-one in overall charge of security before Tom Ridge? Or was it all up to the airlines to "do their best" in the face of an as yet unidentified problem? Who ran down the Sky Marshall Program? Were the security organisations more at war with each other than with the terrorists? With all the modern emphasis on risk analysis and risk mitigation, why were there no studies into the possibilities? Or were there, and were they suppressed? Forget about the insurance companies and their actuarial studies, because they are based upon claims experience and the statistics of historicity. It really needed someone with an overall knowledge of the airline industry, a responsibility for security and a proper threat assessment. But even then, would that have been enough to avoid the 11 Sep 01 outcome? Probably not, because even if the threat had been identified, there was a proven track record at the FAA of avoiding costly measures - using cost/benefit analysis as a dependable crutch.. If ATOS, the Air Transport Oversight System had been more than the token cypher it proved to be, perhaps that whistleblower Liotine might have led FAA investigators to the shoddy maintenance practices within Alaska Airlines - in time to avert an accident. That well-known maxim of "if you think safety's expensive try having an accident" is inadequate to the task when you reflect upon the exponential outcomes of a security failing such as 11 Sep.

That final bastion of the flight-deck was open to anyone with a fake ID and a pilot's uniform. You could read about the interlining jump-seat arrangements on any one of a number of  very specific threads on the Pprune Professional Pilots Forum. The fact that some pilot's uniforms had been stolen obviously went over everyone's head. But now faced with a world-wide crisis of confidence in airline security, the like of which has never been seen before, is the solution merely to simply beef up the cockpit doors, arm and deputise the pilots and reintroduce SkyMarshalls? Or will the public see that as yet another simplistic and frightening knee-jerk response, one that is much akin to jamming one's finger in the dyke - and then respond fearfully by staying away in droves. The traumatisation of the World's passengers by the graphic imagery of 11 Sep shouldn't be underestimated. The ones that will no longer fly are the "bums on seats" that used to be the profit margin over and above the break-even factor. Their absence will now make airlines non-viable as a mass transportation industry. They are destined to revert to being simply another necessarily expensive form of rapid transportataion.

Perhaps there is another answer to this new dimension in the "fear of flying" problem, one that lies in a terrorist-defeating denial technology. IASA has addressed this over the last few weeks and reassuringly found some support for it amongst a number of far-sighted professionals even including practising automated flight-control system designers. Run it by some pilots, having made sure that it's properly explained in all its provisions - and then ask them and those traumatised Air Traffic Controllers who stood helplessly by as Flights 175, 77, 93 and 11 went to their fates. You may be surprised at the answers that you get. Ask the public about their preferences. Compare it, as a concept, to the level of automation that now exists and will shortly be taken for granted. Think about the likelihood of 3/550 passengers boarding an A380 being a team of dedicated hijackers. - i.e. about 0.5% getting through the net (as against 100% on 11 Sep). Then think again about the benefits of a further bastion.

Automation on aircraft, enabled by ADS-B, data link, and GPS is intended in the near future to permit sharing of positional and intent information, and then to support on board (autonomous and cooperative) identification and mitigation of air-traffic conflict. It is already high on the list of candidates for necessary research to expand NAS (National Air Space) capacity and efficiency. The RoboLander concept is simply peripheral to these destined developments.

There are quite a few links to the document below - and there will be more added. We at IASA simply ask that you consider the need to restore World Airline confidence - by dint of taking an innovative layered approach to defeating the terrorist scourge that has now been with the industry for about half a century - and which is now its main bête-noire, by a country mile.  The FAA's aim at this point must be to not only protect the passengers and restore confidence - but also to de-weaponize the Airliner Fleet. Read closely to see why it would also be a non-terrorist adjunct to flight-safety. Some long-range planning for a system such as RoboLander might go a long way towards restoring lost faith in the industry and the FAA. We think that RoboLander is a very logical extension of the Capstone Project under Safe-Flight 21. We further consider that once such a system has proven itself, it will be of itself a sufficient deterrent to terrorists - and that they could no longer see an airliner as a potent weapon. 

Remember that it only took the spectre of the distant reality of Ronald Reagan's Star Wars to collapse the Soviet Empire. Your task is infinitely easier - and well overdue. The previously differentiated challenges of safety and security are now forever inseparable.


IASA Australasia

You can read about RoboLander via this menu URL:
http://www.iasa-intl.com/RoboLander.htm

and Capstone at this URL:
http://www.iasa-intl.com/security/capstone.rtf
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